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The influence of photonic band structures on optical diffraction has been studied with colloidal crystals with
large refractive index ratios up to 1.45 and polarizibilities per volume as large as 0.6. It is found that the
apparent Bragg spacings are strongly dependent on the wavelength of light. The dynamical diffraction theory
that correctly describes weak photonic effects encountered in x-ray diffraction also breaks down. Two simple
models are presented that give a much better description of the diffraction of photonic crystals.@S0163-
1829~96!06523-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in photonic band structures and optical band
gaps is increasing, driven by exciting prospects such as inhi-
bition of spontaneous emission or localization of light.1–6

Photonic band structures occur if light travels through a
three-dimensional dielectric structure with a refractive index
that varies periodically on length scales comparable to the
wavelength, and are analogous to electronic band structures
in atomic crystals. If the refractive index ratio is larger than
1.9 and the polarizibilitya per ‘‘atomic’’ volume v ~times
4p) becomes about 0.5, one can even make complete pho-
tonic band gaps1,2 in suitable crystal structures.3 Photonic
band structures~see Fig. 1! and complete band gaps have
first been observed in microwave transmission experiments
by Yablonovitch Gmitter, and Leung.3 The crystals used
were made by drilling arrays of holes in dielectric materials.3

To our knowledge, the shortest wavelength at which a band
gap has been reported to date isl;500mm in a crystal made
by stacking dielectric rods.6 Scaling down such structures to
dimensions compatible with optical wavelengths (l;500
nm! and consisting of many unit cells is a great challenge.
An interesting alternative is the use of colloidal suspensions,7

because they can spontaneously organize into large crystals
with lattice parameters on the order of optical length scales.8

Colloidal suspensions are particles with radiir between
roughly 1 and 1000 nm that are suspended in liquids or
gases.9 It is possible to synthesize particles with sizes uni-
form to within a few percent, which can spontaneously
nucleate crystals at sufficiently high density~depending on

the charges in the system!.8 If the lattice parametera is of
the order of optical wavelengths, crystal reflections can be
visually observed as a beautiful iridescence.8 Optical diffrac-
tion has been applied to identify various crystal structures in
systems with low refractive index contrasts or low densities
(4pa/v,0.05).8,10–12Optical photonic experiments have al-
ready been done on similar weakly photonic crystals.13–16

These demonstrate the use of colloidal crystals to applica-
tions in photonics.

In this paper, we present a study of colloidal crystals with
refractive index ratios up to 1.45 and ‘‘photonic strengths’’
(4pa/v) up to 0.6. The experiments are a significant ad-
vance towards the use of these systems in the strongly pho-
tonic regime. Diffraction experiments have been done to in-
vestigate both the optical band structures and the crystal
structure. With increasing photonic strength, the band struc-
tures result in apparent Bragg spacings that strongly depend
on the wavelength. Even the dynamical diffraction theory,17

which is well known in x-ray diffraction ~where
4pa/v;1024), fails to describe the observations. We
present two simple models that give physically more reliable
results for the lattice spacings of strongly scattering photonic
crystals: first by combining Bragg’s law with linear bands
using an averaged refractive index, and second using peri-
odically stratified dielectric media.18 A preliminary account
of this work has appeared in Ref. 19.

Crystal reflections are observed in diffraction experiments
if the diffraction angle 2u between the incoming and outgo-
ing wave vectorsk in andkout yields a difference vector equal
to a reciprocal lattice vectorGhkl : kout2k in5Ghkl , with
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hkl the Miller indices.20 The length of the wave vector inside
the crystal isuku5(2pn)/l, with n the refractive index of
the crystal,l the wavelength of light in vacuum, and the
length ofGhkl is uGhklu52p/dhkl , with dhkl the lattice spac-
ing of thehkl crystal planes. In diffraction experiments on
photonic crystals as a function of the wavelengthl, asymp-
totic limits for smalldhkl /l yield information on the recip-
rocal lattice vectorsGhkl and the crystal structure, whereas
information about the dispersion curves is contained in the
wave vectorsk in andkout. For weak photonic strengths, the
dispersion relation between the energyE and the wave vec-
tors is linear:E5cuku, and we obtain the well-known Bragg
law: dBragg5l/(2nmedsinu) , with nmed the refractive index
of the medium in which the particles are suspended~see Fig.
1!. With increasing photonic strengths, the dispersion curves
become nonlinear, and stop gaps appear at the edges of the
Brillouin zone. The diffraction condition is modified com-
pared to the Bragg case and fulfilled at a lower energy~Fig.
1!. In the limit of weak photonic strengths, improvements on
the Bragg law can be calculated exactly with the dynamical
diffraction theory,17 which is well known for x-ray diffrac-
tion. The relation between the lattice spacingddyn and the
diffraction angle is, for specular reflections,

ddyn5
l

2nmedsinu
S 11

C

2sin2u D 1/2 , C53f
m221

m212
,

~1!

wheref is the volume fraction of colloidal spheres,m is the
ratio of the refractive index of the spheres and the medium,
m5nsph/nmed, andC is a photonic strength parameter that
measures the interaction strength of the light and photonic
crystal. It can be rewritten as

C54p
a

v
, ~2!

which can be physically interpreted as the ratio between the
‘‘optical’’ volume and the actual volume of the scattering
particles. The effects of photonic strength become more ap-
parent for smalleru or largerdhkl /l, which corresponds to
higher bands in Fig. 1. An increase ofC results in an in-
crease of the diffraction angle 2u.

II. EXPERIMENT

Crystals were grown from silica spheres (nsph51.45) with
radii between 108 and 525 nm, suspended in DMF~dimeth-
ylformamide!, ethanol, and water (nmed51.43,1.36, and
1.33, respectively!. For details of the synthesis and charac-
terization of the spheres, see Refs. 21–23. The samples crys-
tallized after sedimentation under gravity in 400-mm-thick
and 4-mm-wide glass capillaries. Crystals in air
(nmed51.00) were made from sedimented crystals by letting
the suspending liquid evaporate slowly over several weeks.
The samples were mounted in a cylindrical bath containing
glycerine (n51.47), which closely matches the refractive
index of the capillaries. This bath was mounted on a rotating
stage (v circle!. Because colloidal crystals often order with
the close-packed planes parallel to the walls of the cell,24 the
diffracted intensity of these crystal planes becomes very
strong and clearly visible on a screen if it coincides with the
specularly reflected laser beam. Incident monochromatic
light had wavelengthsl between 458 and 785 nm. Scattered
radiation was detected with a photodiode, mounted on an
independently rotating stage (2u circle!. The measured val-
ues of 2u were corrected for refraction at the bath-capillary-
crystal interfaces.

III. RESULTS

Representative diffraction patterns of close-packed lattice
planes atl5633 nm for samples with increasing photonic
parameters, but comparable lattice parameters, are shown in
~Fig. 2!. Crystals withC50.017 reveal sharp diffraction
lines near 2u575°, which corresponds to a lattice spacing
dhkl5380 nm. ForC50.115, the diffraction peak is shifted
to a larger scattering angle of 80°. This is caused by an
increase ofC and also by a decrease of the total refractive
index of the system, whereasdhkl5370 nm. ForC50.60,
the diffraction angle has moved to 97°. This is caused by the
increase ofC, in addition by the decrease of the total refrac-
tive index of the system, and a slightly smallerdhkl5350
nm. The diffracted signal appears to consist of several frin-
gelike features. These are not caused by interference in the
walls of the capillary~300 mm thick!, which would give a
fringe period of 0.04°. Moreover, reducingC of such a
sample to 0.017 by reintroducing fluid in the capillary results
again in a single sharp diffraction peak near 2u575°, iden-

FIG. 1. Band structures calculated with the method of Leung
~Refs. 3 and 5! for the 100 (X) direction of an fcc crystal with 74
vol % spheres~dots!. For a complementary theoretical method, see
Ref. 28. Spheres with indexnsph51.45 and medium with
nmed51.0 were taken, corresponding toC50.6. For clarity, only
lower bands have been plotted. The incoming wave vectors
k ini100 taking part in the diffraction by a reciprocal lattice vector
Ghkl with hkl5111 have been indicated. The solid arrow at
E56.7 isk in corresponding to the full photonic bandstructure. The
dashed arrow atE57.2 isk in corresponding to the linear bands with
a slope that is inversely proportional to the average refractive index
ncryst at uku50 ~dashed lines!. The dashed-dotted arrow atE59.4 is
k in corresponding to the Bragg law: linear bands with a slope that is
inversely proportional to the refractive index of the mediumnmed
~dashed-dotted lines!.
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tical to the lower diffraction pattern in Fig. 2. Therefore, it is
concluded that samples with increasingC produce diffrac-
tion peaks at higher diffraction angle, which is so far consis-
tent with the dynamical theory. We note that the volume
fractions of the spheres in the crystals that are calculated
from the lattice spacings and the known radii of the spheres,
agree with estimates obtained from the volume fraction of
the starting suspension and the ratio of the volumes of the
crystal formed and the total sample.

From the measured diffraction angle 2u, the Bragg spac-
ing d Bragg and the dynamic spacingddyn between the close-
packed lattice planes are calculated and plotted in Fig. 3. For
C50.017, Fig. 3~a! reveals thatdBraggdecreases slightly as a
function of wavelengthl. The values ofd dyn are lower and
nearly independent ofl, the difference withdBragg decreas-
ing to longl as expected. A similar result was obtained for

a dilute charged system withC50.005. In contrast, the re-
sults forC50.115 show a strong increase ofdBragg of 50%
in going from 785 to 458 nm@Fig. 3~b!#. This means that
dBragghas become an unphysical estimate of the lattice spac-
ing. A more reliable result is obtained with the dynamic
theory, becauseddyn is independent ofl. At the longest
wavelengths,dBragg converges toddyn as expected from Eq.
~1!. This confirms that long-wavelength extrapolations may
be used to estimate the real lattice spacings of photonic crys-
tals. Similar results were obtained for a sample with
C50.067. ForC50.60, Fig. 3~c! reveals a giant increase of
dBraggwith decreasingl. For this strongly scattering sample,
it appears that the dynamic theory is also not appropriate
anymore, becauseddyn clearly decreases with decreasingl.
Furthermore, the values ofddyn would imply that the colloi-
dal spheres are strongly overlapping. With increasing wave-
length, both apparent lattice spacings converge to a value
expected for touching close-packed spheres~344 nm!. We
can exclude the possibility that the dispersive effects are
caused by a smearing of the reciprocal lattice points due to
mixed stacking, because smearing does not happen for close-
packed lattice planes.8

IV. DISCUSSION

We have used two simple models that go beyond dynami-
cal diffraction theory to describe the relation among the dif-
fraction angle, the wavelength, and the physical properties of
the crystals. The first model consists of approximating the
apparent spacingsdBraggandddyn of everyhkl reflection with
those of one-dimensional pairs of layers of dielectric
material.18 One layer of each pair is assigned the refractive
index nsph of the colloidal spheres and the other that of the
medium (nmed). The thicknessd of each pair of layers is
fixed to the expected lattice spacingdhkl . The relative thick-
ness is fixed by the relation between the volume fraction of

FIG. 2. Diffraction patterns of colloidal crystals. The diffraction
patterns have been normalized and offset for clarity. From bottom
to top: spheres withr5211 nm in DMF (C50.017), in water
(C50.11), and in air (C50.6).

FIG. 3. Close-packed crystal spacings as a
function of the wavelength of light. The long-
dashed line indicates the expected spacing of the
spheres, the circles are Bragg spacings, the
squares are spacings calculated with the dynamic
theory, and the triangles are Bragg spacings using
the average index of the crystalncryst. The short-
dashed curves are the Bragg spacings and the
dashed-dotted curves the dynamic spacings of the
periodically stratified media model.~a! spheres
with r5211 nm in DMF (C50.017), ~b! in
H2O (C50.11), ~c! in air (C50.6), and ~d!
spheres withr5525 nm in DMF (C50.017).
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spheresf, their radiusr , andd, assuming hexagonal dense
packing: f5(16p)/3@r /(dA3)#3. From the calculated re-
flection angle,dBragg and ddyn are found. In Fig. 3~b!, it is
seen that this gives reasonable results forC50.11. In Fig.
3~c! (C50.60), the results are seen to agree with the experi-
ments at longer wavelengths. This confirms that the observed
diffraction features of Fig. 2 are caused by close-packed lay-
ers of colloidal spheres. Thus, this simple model provides a
reliable estimate of the crystal spacings in crystals with mod-
erate index variations, where the dynamic theory collapses.
Limitations of this model are that the shape of the calculated
diffraction pattern differs from the experimental curves, and
the width of the diffraction line is strongly overestimated.

In the second model, the dielectric constants of the con-
stituent materials are combined to an averagencryst by apply-
ing the Maxwell-Garnett theory25 to the crystalline configu-
ration of colloidal spheres in the surrounding medium.26 This
produces an average refractive indexncryst that agrees well
with the exact solution in the limituku50 ~Fig. 1!, but at the
same time washes out all crystalline features. Therefore,
point scatterers are assumed to be present on the positions of
the colloidal spheres to account for the diffracted light. The
lattice spacings are then calculated with the Bragg law, using
ncryst instead of the index of the mediumnmed. Figure 3~c!
reveals that this model yields lattice spacings that agree
much better with the expected values than both the Bragg or
dynamic theories. Indeed Fig. 1 shows that for a dielectric
crystal corresponding to Fig. 3~c!, the diffraction condition is
met for 10% higher energy than in the exact solution. This is
in much better agreement with the exact results than the
Bragg result.

In order to probe higher energies in the band structures
~see Fig. 1!, we have also done experiments on close-packed
crystals (f574 vol %! of much larger spheres (r5525 nm!.

This corresponds todhkl /l up to 1.9, compared to 0.8 for the
crystals described above. We find that forC50.017, the
dynamic estimate of the lattice spacing is in excellent agree-
ment with the value based on the 2nd and 3rd harmonic of
the close-packed reflection@Fig. 3~d!#, on independent ex-
periments with confocal microscopy, and on the size of the
spheres.27 The Bragg law combined with the averaged re-
fractive indexn cryst gives results that are about 3% higher.
The deviations between these two estimates are contrasted
with their excellent agreement in Fig. 3~a!, and are likely
caused by a greater difference between the linear bands using
ncryst ~effective medium! and the exact bands~Fig. 1!. This
indicates that a photonic parameter should include the rel-
evant energy scale. Furthermore, these results indicate why
deviations from the dynamic diffraction theory have not been
observed in Refs. 10–12: those experiments were done on
crystals with much smaller lattice spacings, corresponding to
(dhkl /l),0.4. Finally we note that the parameterC should
be improved to take into account excluded volume effects: it
has the wrong limit when the volume fraction of high-index
material goes to 1, in which case photonic effects are ex-
pected to go to zero again. It seems more reasonable that a
photonic parameter vanishes in the limit of pure components,
f50 or f51. John has suggested that photonic band gaps
are optimal forf51/(2m).7
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Erratum: Strong effects of photonic band structures on the diffraction of colloidal crystals
†Phys. Rev. B 53, 16 231„1996…‡

Willem L. Vos, Rudolf Sprik, Alfons van Blaaderen, Arnout Imhof, Ad Lagendijk, and Gerard H. Wegdam

@S0163-1829~97!03703-X#

A misprint has occurred in the exponent of Eq.~1! of our paper. The correct equation reads

ddyn5
l

2nmedsinu
S 11

C

2 sin2u D 21

, C53f
m221

m212
. ~1!

This typographical correction does not affect our results at all.
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Erratum: Model-dependent electronic structure of the Si„111…231 surface
†Phys. Rev. B 54, 1482„1996…‡

Sung-Hoon Lee and Myung-Ho Kang

@S0163-1829~97!03603-5#

In our paper, we discussed the scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! work of Stroscio, Feenstra, and Fein~see Ref. 18! as
relevant to the reverse-buckledp-bonded chain model, but communications with R. M. Feenstra have led us to conclud
we misinterpreted their STM images. The shift in the maxima of the STM images in Ref. 18, induced by the change
voltage bias from negative to positive is in the@21̄1̄# direction, not in the@2̄11# direction as stated in our paper. As a resu
their STM images correspond to the standardp-bonded chain model, not the mentioned reverse-buckled one.

We thank R. M. Feenstra for pointing out this mistake. This change does not effect the conclusions of the paper.
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